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Bulligan: Housing and the macroeconomy: the Italian case

� Analysis of cyclical properties of house prices /residential
investment, 70Q1-08Q4
I (a) cycles selected based on turning points (Bry/Boschan, 1971),

Concordance index suggests strong degree of synchronization

I (b) cyclical components extracted by Baxter/King filter, correlation
analysis: house prices lagging res.investment and GDP components

� SVAR to analyze effects of monetary policy shocks, 90Q1-08Q4

I identification: recursive and sign restrictions

I contractionary mps lowers res.investment and real house prices

I mps explain 10-20% of variance in res.investment, and 5-8% of
variance in real prices
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Discussion:

� Do methods of extracting cyclical components give conflicting
results? Which method should we use?

� House price measurement:
I Can it be used for international comparison?
I Quarterly data interpolated using res.invest.deflator. May this

affect correlation patterns?

� Sign restrictions:
I Why is response of house prices restricted?
I Is estimation uncertainty accounted for in main results?
I Motivation of restriction horizon needed
I Why robustness checks only for recursive scheme?

� Structural change:
I Should data for 2008 be used? Are model parameters stable?
I What is an Italian mps after 1998Q4?
I FAVAR to increase information set?
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Ferrara & Vigna: Evidence of Relationships Between
Macroeconomics and Housing Market in France

� Comparison of cycles in French GDP and some housing market
variables, 80Q1-09Q2
I cyclical component extracted by HP-based band-pass filter

I correlation and turning point analysis: housing market variables
tend to lead GDP

I verbal description of long-term developments in French housing
market

� Discussion:
I no robustness checks w.r.t. filtering method

I paper remains fairly descriptive

I no theoretical/econometric model

I structural change (data for 2008/2009?)
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Alvarez & Cabrero: Does housing really lead the business cycle?

� Characterize cyclical properties of Spanish housing market
variables, 80Q1-08Q4
I cyclical component extracted by Butterworth filter / Kernel

regression

I correlation analysis: housing market variables tend to lead GDP

I characterize cycles in descriptive way (e.g. asymmetries)

� Discussion:
I contemp.corr. and correlation at leads is similar: leading pattern?

I results are quite sensitive to chosen filter (why focus on two?)

I asymmetries: length of expansions and contractions are not so
different

I paper remains fairly descriptive, structural interpretation not
feasible

I structural change (data for 2008?)
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